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The final decision is made by both the player and the audience in the Bokep voting. The winner has to be determined
according to popular vote. However, the order of the times for the three matches is predetermined. Diego brings his
girlfriend to his parents' house in Buenos Aires. During his stay in the family home Diego's cousin Daniela and her two
friends Emma and Lola come to visit him. In this song, by the Japanese band Laputa, are some lyrics about a person having
sex with his girlfriend at the same time as one sees another woman masturbating, which is a taboo in Japanese culture. The
English translation states: My girlfriend's watching you masturbate, but I am more interested in her sweet blue eggs.
Diego is a typical nerdy guy who loves japanese anime, manga, video games and other stuff related to japan. In this episode
he meets a young Lola who is obsessed with sex and is begging him to have sex with her. Diego obliges, but his girlfriend
walks in on them in the act and gets mad. To keep things interesting, Laputa also directed the video for this song. Lola
comes to visit Diego in his home on a rainy day. After having sex with him, she gives him some advice on how to be less
boring in this world. She suggests that since he is so bored in this world, he should follow the rules of Sodom. Diego goes
to town to buy some food and comes across a tatami mat vendor. When he tries to buy some food, the vendor refuses to sell
it to him because it is not a popular item. Diego has never actually shopped at the stores for Japanese food before. He is
also slightly intimidated by the fact that the woman selling the food is a real Japanese girl named Yukiko. Diego's sex life is
almost non-existent. When he does have sex, he only gets it from his girlfriend. He is also not comfortable with sex toys,
which are common in Japan. So when his girlfriend gives him the vibrator that he was looking for, he is not sure how he
feels about it. However, during a moment of self doubt and being slightly uncomfortable with the fact that his girlfriend is
watching, he goes ahead and uses the vibrator. Later on Diego's girlfriend tells him that she is now comfortable with the
fact that he is using sex toys. Kiba
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